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  Devouring a Book 

                          

  Book Club Discussion Questions,  

  À la Carte 
 

  Alert: Some questions may include “spoilers.” 
 

 

Aperitif: 
 

1. Did the cover and back-cover text deliver on the promise they presented? 

 

Appetizers: 
 

1. Do you find the book to be more plot-based or character-based? Or a combination? 

And how do you think this installment compares with The One and Only? 
 

2. How did you feel about the introduction of two new planets: Athanasia (planet of the 

vampires) and Besto Polus (planet of the animals)? Did you find the inclusion to be… 

interesting, exciting, eerie, too unbelievable?  
 

3. Were there any characters whose “voice” and narratives you craved to hear? (Such 

as…Ruby, Clay, Gabby, Zagan, Liora, Solange, Draven, Titus, Em, or Atea?) Can you 

pinpoint why you enjoyed reading from their perspectives? 
 

 

Entrées (meatier, book-specific questions):  
 

1. (Pages 1-2) When it comes to praying for something, have you ever felt disillusioned 

like Ruby? Have you felt that we often don’t get what we “ask” for and that bad things 

can happen to good people? For Ruby, she’s stopped believing in miracles. If you’ve 

experienced disillusionment, were you able to overcome it?  

 

2. (Page 28) If you were on an airplane and a “being” like Zagan gave you a choice to save 

yourself by going to his planet (sight unseen) or to stay in the plane and die, what do 

you think you would do? 
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3. (Page 93) Despite his own failings, Zagan states that love and fear must be in equal 

measure to achieve balance. What do you think about his belief? What behaviors and 

attitudes might someone display when they fear very little? How about when they fear 

too much? 

 

4. (Page 93) Zagan asserts that humans are greedier than vampires, that humans take 

from the animals without giving back. He also claims humans aren’t disciplined in how 

they express themselves (no filters). As a result, humans are the epitome of imbalance 

(greedy and vocally self-serving). Can you think of real-life examples that support 

Zagan’s assertions? In what ways do we give back to animals? In what ways do we 

promote balance when we speak to one another? 
 

5. (Page 147) Ruby tells Gabby that intelligence and character are the most powerful 

defenses when compared to actual physical weapons. Have you ever resolved a conflict 

using smarts and character (rather than anger or force) that you’ll always remember? 
 

6. (Page 167) For the first time in the book, Ruby acknowledges that becoming a vampire 

might have been an intended miracle. Have you ever regarded something that 

happened to you as…bad, unlucky, or horrible, only to learn that what happened to 

you actually spared or saved you from something even worse? (Examples: You get the flu 

and can’t go on a special fishing excursion, only to learn after-the-fact that the boat 

broke down at sea. Or…you didn’t get a job, but learned the company closed its doors 

a year later.) 

 

7. (Page 172) Have you ever fantasized or wished that you could live forever on Earth? 

And do you share in Clay’s epiphany that if everyone became immortal (no diseases 

etc.), the Earth and its resources would be depleted with catastrophic results? Do you 

agree or disagree (or somewhere in between) that death, in part, defines our 

humanness, ensures balance on the planet, and helps sustain our species? 
 

8. (Page 279) Ruby scolds Zagan for commenting on how he’ll treat her differently now 

that she’s going to be Queen. She says that all women should be treated with respect, 

regardless of “stature.” Do you agree with Ruby? For example, should we (as 

individuals) treat a housewife, prostitute, teacher, homeless woman, millionaire, 

congresswoman, banker, actress, dignitary, engineer, and prisoner with equal dignity 

and respect? Have you ever witnessed women in the same proximity being treated 

differently based on a factor(s) of diversity (which includes diversity of thought)? Does 

your opinion transfer to men as well? Are there any factors that might cause you to 

treat one woman/man differently than another? 
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Desserts: 
 

1. How did you feel about the ending? What did you like, or not like? And do you wish 

anything had happened differently? 
 

2. Did the book cause you to change or consider something in a different light? 

 

Digestif: 
 
 

1. What questions are you hoping the sequel will answer? Below are some possible 

“wonderings.” 

• What “episode” is the First Lady having at the White House? 

• Do you think the episode will affect Ruby when she responds to the 

President’s call for help? 

• Where are Emory Bradshaw and Vladimir Volkov and what are they 

doing? 

• Who will the animals choose as their king and why does it matter? 

• How will Ruby and Clay’s relationship develop further? 

• What will happen to Gabby and her gifts? 

 

Second Helpings (with hefty sides of serious): 
Use as silent think-abouts or add them to a no-judgment-zone discussion! 

 

(Page 172) The President wants to use vampire blood to heal humans who are sick and 

injured, but he is against vampires culling humans for their blood. Ruby says… 

 

 “You see a moral difference between them (vampires) harvesting human blood for food and us (humans) 

harvesting vampire blood for healing?” (Ruby thinks culling is culling, no matter which side is doing it.) 

 

1. Do you lean toward the President’s point of view (that humans’ longevity is more 

important than the wellbeing of any other species) or Ruby’s (that no species should 

force and use another species to satisfy their own selfish goals)? 
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(Page 172) Ruby and the President are speaking about death. Ruby says… 

 

 “Death is a natural cycle in life,” Ruby said. “Death partially defines humankind. It’s what creates a 

balance between the planet’s resources and sustainable life.” 

 

2. Do you think our culture promotes a fear of death? If so, how could we begin to 

change the culture? If not, how does our culture promote acceptance of death? 

    

(Page 184-185) Emory Bradshaw believes that science, especially “dark science” has no 

boundaries. For this book, dark science is defined as science that attempts to alter what is 

naturally occurring (with humans and in nature) in order to address an individual desire or 

need. Cloning a beloved dog, engineering designer babies, engineering hybrids, and using stem 

cells to grow new organs might qualify. Em believes nothing should be off-limits. (If it can be 

done, then it should be done.) 

 

3. Do you agree or disagree with Em? Are there exceptions that should be made on one 

“side” or the other? 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for taking the time to discuss THE TETHER! Please consider leaving a star rating 

(with or without a brief written review) on: 

 

• Amazon.com (search: The Tether by Julia Ash) 

• Barnes & Noble (search: The Tether by Julia Ash) 

• Goodreads (search: The Tether by Julia Ash) 

• Kobo (search: The Tether by Julia Ash) 

 

Reviews can be posted anonymously from the book’s description page. Reviews help authors 

more than you may realize and are tremendously important! 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

For updates on the series’ third installment (THE TURNING POINT), please consider 

following me on my website, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Goodreads.  

 
Website: www.juliaashbooks.wordpress.com  
 

https://juliaashbooks.wordpress.com/
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Amazon: amazon.com/author/juliaash 

 

Facebook: Facebook.com/JuliaAsh.Books 

 

Twitter: @Author_JuliaAsh 

 

Instagram: @julia.ash.books 

 

Goodreads: The One and Only,  The Tether,  and Author Dashboard of Julia Ash 

 

https://amazon.com/author/juliaash
https://www.facebook.com/JuliaAsh.Books
https://twitter.com/Author_JuliaAsh
https://www.instagram.com/Julia.Ash.Books/?hl=en
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/39935323-the-one-and-only
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/45309732-the-tether
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/17952634.Julia_Ash

